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ABB in Indonesia
Let’s write the future

ABB in brief

- Founded more than 130 years

- Leaders in digital industries, with focus on:

- Electrification

- Industrial automation

- Motion

- Robotic & discreate automation

- In Indonesia, registered as PT. ABB Sakti Industri

- Founded since 1986

- Several facility in Indonesia:

- HQ in WTC

- Factory in Cibitung and Tangerang
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Solution for hospital

Project references

- Purworejo hospital

- Pangandaran hospital

- Semarang hospital

- Mamuju hospital

- Kediri hospital

- Doris Sylvanus hospital

- Semanggi hospital

- Magelang hospital

- Depok hospital
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Typical layout of a hospital Requirements

− Hospitals and health centers are complex buildings where
several different applications coexist

− They are very risky environments where it’s necessary to
provide the best level of protection on the electrical networks
and continuity in nursing services

− Operational continuity and energy management are the most
relevant issues in this sector

− Providing advance system to assist the nurses and doctor to
respond better and faster also another relevant issue

− Different areas in a hospital require different level of
certifications, emergency call and monitoring system
depending on the complexity

About a typical hospital building
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IT-M System Panel

Call unit with pull rod

Corridor lamp with name plate 
module

Remote signaling panel

Bed head unit

Handset IP67

Noise threshold call device

Zone Concentrator

Pneumatic control button

About a typical hospital building
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Shared utility service Dedicated utility Service Specific complex utiliy service

Energy distribution system
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Classification of Electrical distribution systems

TN system

TN system

In TN systems, the neutral is directly earthed, whereas the 
exposed-conductive-parts are connected to the same earthing 
arrangement of the neutral.
TN electrical systems can be divided into three types based on the 
fact that the neutral and protective conductors are separate or 
not

Benefits: Fast shut-up in case of faults and/or Short-
circuits,
lowest risk to people and property

Disadvantages: High line and cabling overheads due to installed 
protective conductor, every fault leads to system 
downtimes

Preferred application: Power plants, public power supply and grids

TN-STN-C

TN-C-S
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Classification of Electrical distribution systems

TT system

TT system

In TT systems the neutral and the exposed-conductive parts are 
connected to earth electrodes electrically independent; therefore 
the earth fault current returns to the power supply node through 
the soil

Benefits: Minor overheads for installed lines and cabling,  

different touch voltages acceptable for some 

areas,  combination options with TN system

Disadvantages: Complex system earthing (< 2 Ω), compulsory

equipotential bonding for every building

Preferred application: Agricultural for livestock farming
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Classification of Electrical distribution systems

IT system

IT system

IT systems have no active parts directly earthed, but may have live parts 
connected to earth through high value impedance.
All the exposed-conductive-parts, separately or in group, are connected to an 
independent earth electrode.

Benefits: Minor overheads for installed lines and cabling,  

high availability of supply:

1.Fault is only signalled

2.Fault is disconnected

Disadvantages: Required continuous equipment insulation to the 
voltage
between the phase conductors Equipotential 
bonding necessary

Preferred application: Hospitals, industry
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Distribution system Main application Typical value of the fault currents Remarks

TT

domestic installations and 
similar;
small industries with LV 
power supply

10¸100 A TT distribution systems are used when assuring the
distribution of the protective conductor (PE) is
impossible and when it is advisable to leave to the
user the responsibility for the protection against
indirect contact.

TN

industries and big installa-
tions with MV power supply

values similar to those of the 
single-phase fault

TN distribution systems are the systems through
which power supply is distributed to users having
their own transformer substation; in these cases, the
protective conductor can be easily ensured.

IT

chemical and petrochemi-
cal industries, i.e. plants for
which service continuity is
fundamental

micro A/2 A dependent on the size 
of the installation; in case of double 
earth fault, the fault current takes 
values typical of
TT or TN systems depending on the
connection of the exposed-
conductive-parts to earth

This type of system results to be particularly suitable
for the cases in which service continuity must be
assured since the presence of a first fault does not
cause high currents and/or currents dangerous for
the people.

Hospital and healthcare
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Conclusion on the Electrical distribution systems
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The “holy” standard

− The electrical installation inside hospitals is regulated by IEC 

60364-7-710 Standard. It is an application, not a product 

standard

− Being an IEC Standards is accepted and applied almost 

worldwide, then each country may have its own Standard which 

is a translation in local language, and it may implement some 

deviations of ‘minor attention’

− Sometimes there could be also technical guides which are 

support tools, but they are not laws, only suggestions!

− Local standard: PERATURAN MENTERI KESEHATAN REPUBLIK 

INDONESIA NOMOR 2306/MENKES/PER/XI/2011

Electrical Standards for Hospitals

Medical locations

Requirements for
special installations
or locations

Electrical installation
of buildings

IEC 60364  - 7  - 710
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Safety prescriptions for medical locations Protective measures Group 1 Group 2

Protection through automatic 
disconnection of the power supply

X X

Supplementary equipotential 
bonding

X X

Medical IT System X

Class II insulation devices X X

Systems with very low safety 
voltage (SELV and PELV)

X X

The hazard of electrocution may arise from direct contact with a live part of
the circuit, or from indirect contact with a metal part, which is not normally
live, but which has become live due to an insulation malfunction.

IEC 60364-7-710 allows the following protection systems against indirect
contact in medical locations is based on the following provisions:

1. Protection through automatic disconnection of the power supply;

2. Supplementary equipotential bonding for the conductive parts and the

extraneous conductive parts present in the patient environment, or

which may enter the zone

3. Medical IT System;

4. Use of equipment with Class II insulation;

5. Systems with very low safety voltage (SELV and PELV)

Electrical Standards for Hospitals
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Medical locations

Medical locations may also consist of a group of rooms, so long as 
they are connected functionally, even if not directly communicating, 
and intended for diagnostic, therapeutic, surgical, patient 
monitoring or rehabilitation purposes (including aesthetic 
treatments) The operating room, pre-anesthesia room, and waking-
up room are, for example, functionally connected rooms.

Medical locations are environments with a greater electrical risk 
than ordinary premises because patients may find themselves in 
conditions of increased vulnerability and subject to the application 
of electromedical devices. 

Therefore, particular techniques must be adopted for electrical 
systems in order to guarantee maximum safety for patients.

—

IEC 60364-7-710 Definition 710.3.1

Definitions
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Applied Part

A part of the medical electrical equipment which in normal use 
necessarily comes into physical contact with the patient for the 
equipment to perform its function, or 

can be brought into contact with the patient or needs to be 
touched by the patient.

The applied part can be an electrode external or internal to the 
body or a surface of the device that, for functional reasons, must 
be brought into contact with the patient. As regards the type of 
applied part, medical electrical equipment are divided into devices 
with parts applied of type CF, BF and B, classified in order of 
decreasing safety. 

—

IEC 60364-7-710, Definition 710.3.4

Definitions

Medical electrical equipment
with applied part

Medical electrical equipment
without applied part
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Ordinary 
room

Is there any risk of micro shock or 
does patient undergo vital 

treatments or general anesthesia?

Hospitals and Healthcare
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Medical locations classification Is it a medical room 
or is it ordinary?

Medical Electrical
Equipment

Patient Risk

Group 0 No parts in physical 
contact in normal use

No danger to life if power 
supply is interrupted

Group 1 − External use
− Invasive, but not 

included in Group 2

Interruption of power 
supply is not a threat for 
patient and no risk of 
micro shock

Group 2 − Intracardiac
procedures

− Operating theatres
− Vital treatment

Discontinuity (failure) of
supply can cause danger 
to life

Classification

The classification of a medical location shall be made in agreement with the medical staff.

Is there any electrical 
equipment?

Group 0

Group 1 Group 2
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Examples

Group 0, 1 and 2 medical locations

Medical location Group 0 Group 1 Group 2

Massage room X X

Bedrooms X

ECG,EFG EHG room X

Examination or treatment room X

Urology room X

Radiological diagnostic and therapy room X

Physiotherapy room X

Anesthetic room X

Operating Theatre X
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Examples

Group 0, 1 and 2 medical locations

Medical location Group 0 Group 1 Group 2

Operating preparation room X X

Operating plaster room X X X

Operating recovery room X X X

Heart catheterization room X X

Intensive care room X X

Angiographic examination room X X

Hemodialysis room X

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) room X

Nuclear Medicine X

Premature baby room X X
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The Standards prescribe the installation of an equipotential node
bonding bus bar in each group 1 and 2 medical location.

In group 0 equipotential bonding bus bar is required only for bath
and shower rooms

The equipotential bonding bus bar galvanically interconnects all
the conductive parts and extraneous conductive parts which could
enter in the patient environment.

This way all the conductive parts will have the same potential and
the patient, who may be in contact with two or more conductive
parts, is not subject to hazardous currents

Equipotential bonding
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Elements to be connected to node

− Conductive and extraneous parts

− Scialytic lamps

− Protection conductors

− The earth contacts of all IT-M sockets

− the iron components of the reinforced concrete of the
premises

− Metal screen placed between the windings of the medical
insulating transformer

− Metal screens, conductive grids located under the floor,
operating tables

Equipotential bonding
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Protection in household appliances

− Usually in household appliances two protection methods are
used:

• Double insulation

• Disconnection of the supply

• (MCBs, RCDs)

− Supply disconnection prevents hurts to human being, but loads
will not work

Why are IT – M circuits the solution?

L

N
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Let’s see what happens under normal conditions

− The insulating transformer is ungrounded

− Loads and extraneous masses are earthed to equipotential 
bonding

− This way all masses have the same potential which is given, 
thus there are no risks while touching two conductive elements 
at the same time

− Loads are working correctly

How an IT-M system works
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Let’s see what happens during first fault

− Having a very high leakage resistance IT-M system may be 
considered as an open circuit in parallel to the system 
capacitance

− There is no current flowing through PE because neutral is 
insulated from ground, thus both loads are working

How an IT-M system works
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Let’s see what happens in case of second fault

− The fault is like a phase to phase short circuit

− Current is flowing through PE so protection can not be assured

− Patients are exposed to risk of electrocution in the time frame 
the overcurrent devices take to trip

− MCB must disconnect the network

How an IT-M system works
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Protection in operation theatres

− Failures are threats to patients’ life because applied parts are
used during operations

− Operational continuity is mandatory because patient’s safety
depends on electrical equipment intended for vital treatments

− RCDs tripping does not allow to continue operations

Why are IT-M circuits the solution?

From indirect contacts

Supply interruption

ITTT, TN

TT, TN TT, TN

Operational
continuity not

required

Operational
continuity
required

Protection requirement
IEC 60364-1
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The highest risk, the highest safety!

− The Medical IT system (IT-M system) is prescribed by 
IEC 60364-7-710, which specifies the necessary characteristics 
of electrical distribution systems for special uses (Section 7) 
and for medical locations (710)

− The Medical IT system is powered with a specific insulating 
transformer for medical use and must be equipped with a 
device to constantly monitor the insulation and signaling when 
a fault to earth occurs

− The Medical IT system guarantees operational continuity in the 
case of first fault and guarantees the safety of the patient (i.e. 
medical personnel is able to complete medical treatments)

− It is always used in group 2 medical locations

IT-M system requirements

Group 1 Group 2

Patient environmentStandard environment

TN-S system IT-M system

Medical rooms

Group 0
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Typical diagram Additional values with ABB portfolio

Key technical data

• System availability thanks to total selectivity

• Fast installation on a DIN-Rail

• Easy coordination with downstream and upstream devices

• Voltage independent operation

• Reduces stress for the installation thanks to current limiting 
feature

*) Due to the lack of international product standards for SMCB, S750DR products for global application are certified acc.to IEC/EN 60947-2. If requested, S750 (for 40mm busbar 

systems) and S750DR (for DIN rail mounting) are also available with a certification based on a German SMCB standard. Please contact your ABB office for further information.
8/25/2020 Slide 26

S750DR used as a group protection for downstream 
MCBs. 

In case there is a short circuit in a final circuit, only the 
MCB installed directly upstream the fault will trip. The 
S750DR will remain on closed position. 

Hospital and healthcare
Main components
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H+ Line

ABB System pro M compact® H+ Line portfolio is a complete and 
high performing solution to assure safety and service continuity in 
group 2 medical locations where patient’s life is the most 
important thing. 

Group 2 are medical location where applied parts are intended to 
be used and where discontinuity (failure) of the supply can cause 
danger to life.

Application for H+ Line solution is therefore in intensive care units, 
surgery rooms, intracardiac treatments, dental clinics, day 
hospital rooms, ambulatory, nursing homes.

The highest risk, the highest safety!

Overview
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QSO S QSO M

Power Type

3 [kVA] QSO 3M Classic

5 [kVA] QSO 5M Classic

7.5 [kVA] QSO 7.5M Classic

3 [kVA] QSO 3M Premium

5 [kVA] QSO 5M Premium

7.5 [kVA] QSO 7.5M Premium

QSO L

QSO switchboard

Power Type

10 [kVA] QSO 10L Classic

7.5 [kVA] QSO 7.5L Premium

10 [kVA] QSO 10L Premium

Power Type

3 [kVA] QSO 3S Classic

5 [kVA] QSO 5S Classic

3 [kVA] QSO 3S Premium

5 [kVA] QSO 5S Premium

ABB’s standard solution
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Main components

− QSO Switchboards are the ideal solution for all medical locations classified by the
IEC 60364-7-710 reference standard where the use of an IT-M system is mandatory

− ABB offers two different versions according to the application:

− Floor standing QSO (e.g. intensive care units, surgery rooms, intracardiac
treatments, ...)

− Wall mounted QSO (e.g. dental clinics, day hospital rooms, ambulatory, nursing
home, ...)

QSO switchboard

Complete Solution

** MCB S750 DR, RCD S200, SD200, OVR, Modular socket, CT PRO XT, E90/32 fuse holders, TM-S, E219 

+ + + +
**
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ISOLTESTER SELVTESTER QSD TI

Main components

− Insulating Transformer

− Provides galvanic separation 
between distribution 
network and user load

− Allows maximum heat 
dissipation and reduces both 
network interferences and 
harmonic components 
coming from the supply

− Remote signaling panel for 
visual and acoustic fault 
indication

− Enables to send alarm 
signals from the insulation 
monitoring devices to all the 
medical locations attended 
by medical staff

− Insulation monitoring device

− Tests insulation to earth of 
24 V AC/DC SELV circuits 
dedicated to scialytic lamps 
supply

− Monitoring is necessary in 
order to prevent detaching 
from conductors when being 
moved

− Medical insulation 
monitoring device

− Tests both thermal and 
electrical overload of the 
medical insulation 
transformer

− All faulty conditions are 
remotely controlled thanks 
to QSD signaling panels
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ISOLTESTER-DIG

− Quality : the recognized standard in hospital insulation control

− Flexibility : adjustable intervention thresholds according to all

the parameters monitored

− Completeness: all electrical and thermal parameters controlled

by a single device

− Integration: alarms sent to up to 4 remote signaling panels,

ablility to interact with supervising systems (RS and PLUS

versions only)

Main components
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ISOLTESTER-DIG

Technical characteristics DIG-RZ DIG-PLUS/RS

Supply voltage 110 – 230 V 110 – 230 V

Network voltage to be 
measured

24 ÷ 230 V AC 24 ÷ 230 V AC/DC

Maximum voltage
measurement

24 V 24 V

Maximum current
measurement

1 mA 1 mA

Insulation voltage 2.5 kV/60 sec. 2.5 kV/60 sec.

Type of monitoring signal continuous 
component with 
digital filter

composite codified signal
(only PLUS)

Protection degree IP20 IP20

Reference standards IEC 60364-7-710, 
IEC 61557-8,
EN 60255-6,
UNE 20615

IEC 60364-7-710, 
IEC 61557-8, 
EN 60255-6,
UNE 20615

Main components
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SELVTESTER-24

Technical characteristics SELVTESTER-24

Network voltage and auxiliary 
power supply

24 V 50-60 Hz/DC ± 20%

Network voltage to be measured 3 VA

Maximum voltage measurement max. 0.5 mA

Maximum current measurement 50 kΩ

Insulation voltage adjustable 10 ÷ 50 kΩ
(4 levels by means of micro switches)

Type of monitoring signal ON LED, ALARM + LED, ALARM - LED

Protection degree IP40 front panel with cover / 
IP20 container

Reference standards IEC 60364-7-710, IEC 61010-1, IEC 61326-1

Main components

− Flexibility : programmable alarm threshold

− Intelligence : recognition of faulty pole in DC

− Compact size : fits into just 3 modules

− Practicality : extremely easy to install and use

− Integration: ideal complement to ISOLTESTER-DIG
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QSD-DIG 230/24

Technical characteristics QSD-DIG 230/24

Signals Green LED: Network ON
Red LED: Overload
Yellow LED: Fault

Buzzer 2400 Hz
Intermitting 2 Hz dB

Protection degree IP40 front panel with cover / 
IP20 container

Reference standards IEC 60364-7-710, IEC 61010-1, IEC 61326-1

Main components

− Compact size: limited dimensions

− Easy to install: both horizontal and vertical positions

− Reliability : prompt recognition of fault

− Comfort : simultaneous disconnection of more signaling

panels

− Operational efficiency : both visual and acoustic signaling
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TI

Technical characteristics 3 kVA 5 kVA 7.5 kVA 10 kVA

Primary voltage [V] 230 230 230 230

Secondary voltage [V] 230 230 230 230

Frequency [Hz] 50-60 50-60 50-60 50-60

Secondary currents [A] 13 21.7 32.6 43.5

Dimensions [mm] 205x340
x150

240x380
x150

240x380
x160

277x380
x260

Plug-in current (peak
value)

< 12 times the rated current

Maximum ambient T [°C] 40 40 40 40

Reference standards IEC 61558-1 IEC 61558-2-15 IEC 62041

Main components

− Specialization: designed for medical use

− Compact size : the most compact solution

− Quality : vacuum-pressure technology

− Accessories: PT100 probes to monitor Temperature on both

primary and secondary windings

− Range : transformers with 3, 5, 7.5 and 10 kVA of power output
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Main Equipment

1. Corridor lamp

2. Room terminal ZT99

3. Independent call unit

4. WC call pull-cord unit

5. Bed module BM99

6. Patient handset PT99

7. TV control module

Patient room with bed speech

Corridor lamps

• Optic corridor lamp for call & presences identification on each single room

• It allows a quick call visualization and identification outside the rooms, even with system
working on “Emergency Mode”

• Different versions with 3 or 4 fields, identified by colors, according DIN VDE 0834

• Different models for surface mounting or over an standard flush mounted back box

• Direct connection with room terminals ZT99 or as an optic repeater for electronic modules
without speech

• LED technology for energy saving and longer life cycle

• Optional accessories available for room identification

Room terminal – ZT99
• Electronic device for room management
• Connected to Corridor/Room databus (ZBUS)
• Unique room identification
• Mounting versions: surface, flush mounting or cavity wall
• Ergonomic, back-lighted, big sized and intuitive keys
• Information high quality LCD-Display, with 2 x 8 alphanumeric

characters and background illumination, for call reception
• Navigation keys for call list handling
• Duplex and hands free communication module, with

microphone and loudspeaker
• Connection terminals for bed modules and other room

devices
• Up to 3 beds identification with passive call units
• Up to 8 beds identification with active call modules
• Upgradeable firmware
• Service menu for configuration and local diagnostic functions
• Permanent self-supervision and “Emergency mode” function

in case of bus failure
• Permanent supervision of calls circuits, according DIN VDE

0834

Call Units

• Passive devices for room calls initiation

• Different versions available

• Permanent self-supervision and plug-off
warning call

• Permanent supervision of calls circuits,
according DIN VDE 0834

• Ergonomic & big sized call keys

• Included orientation and reassurance
light to make them easy to locate in the
dark

• Up to 5 passive call units can be
managed by each room call circuit
(without bed identification)

• Surface with antibacterial treatment

Bed module – BM99 
• Bed call unit, with integrated microphone and loudspeaker, for individual communication hands

free and discreet

• Easy installation: surface, cavity wall or integrated on medical bed trunk

• Connection sockets for pear, multiple push-button and patient terminal PT99

• Socket for compact auto-release plug

• Additional connection sockets for:

• Monitor device call

• Pear push-button

• Big size call key, with reassurance lamp and background orientation light for location in the dark

• Individual call cancellation on each bed

• Radio & TV control possibility

• Integrated dry output contacts, to manage external relays for light control

• Permanent self-supervision and automatic warning call in case of accidental disconnection

• Permanent supervision of calls circuits, according DIN VDE 0834

Patient Terminal – PT99

• Enhanced terminal for patient

• Connection to bed module BM99 permanently supervised, according DIN VDE 0834

• Big size call key, with reassurance lamp and background orientation light for location in the dark

• Discreet or hands free speech communication

• Radio/TV ON & OFF

• Selection & indication of radio/TV channels

• Clearly structured button panel

• Time indication while standby mode

• Light control

• Protection class IP54

• Auto-release plug to prevent cable breakage

• 3.5 mm jack for headphones connection

1
2

3

4

5

6
7
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Main Equipment

1. Electronic module EM99

2. Cancel & Presence control unit

3. WC call pull-cord unit

4. Pneumatic call unit

Patients/visitors bathroom

Electronic module EM99

• Optic corridor lamp for call & presences identification on each single room

• It allows a quick call visualization and identification outside the rooms, even with system
working on “Emergency Mode”

• Different versions with 3 or 4 fields, identified by colors, according DIN VDE 0834

• Different models for surface mounting or over an standard flush mounted back box

• Direct connection with room terminals ZT99 or as an optic repeater for electronic modules
without speech

• LED technology for energy saving and longer life cycle

• Optional accessories available for room identification

Call Units

• Passive devices for room calls initiation

• Different versions available

• Permanent self-supervision and plug-off
warning call

• Permanent supervision of calls circuits,
according DIN VDE 0834

• Ergonomic & big sized call keys

• Included orientation and reassurance
light to make them easy to locate in the
dark

• Up to 5 passive call units can be
managed by each room call circuit
(without bed identification)

• Surface with antibacterial treatment

Wide range availability for patient 

requirements

For direct connection to the 7-pole DIN

sockets of the call units and call modules:

• High sensibility pneumatic pear push-

buttons for patients with mobility problems

• Pneumatic breath call units activated by

forcefully breathing into the unit, for

immobile patients

• Wireless call units (pendant or bracelet) to

allow free mobility inside room or

apartment

• Floor mats with pressure sensor

1
2

3

3
4
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Technical details

Specifications

• Contact status indication - Red flag incorporated in reset 
button

• Operating voltage/frequency: 230V +10%-10% / 50Hz

• Load current: 13A resistive

• RCD trip current: 30mA/10mA nominal

• Trip speed: <40ms (at 5 times rated tripping current)

• Circuit fault breaking capacity: 1500A

• Earth fault breaking capacity: 250A

Safety features

• Built-In test button

• Continuous protection 

• Loss of earth cable connection 

• Residual current detection (between 5mA to 10mA) and 0.2s 
trip speed

• Reversal polarity protection 

Extra safety - It is not a compromise
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Main Equipment

1. Duty room interface DZI99

2. Presence control unit (in parallel with 
KSA99)

3. Databus connection unit

4. Master Station KSA99

5. Operating computer with remote access to 
call logging

Duty room with KSA99

Duty room interface – DZI99
• Data management unit for duty rooms with high demand 

level

• Allows master station KSA99 management

• Connected to corridor/room databus (ZBUS)

• Unique room identification

• Permanent self-supervision and “Emergency mode” function 
in case of bus failure

• Upgradeable firmware

• Connections for:

• Master Station KSA99

• Standard call push button

• Doctor call push button

• External presence push button

• Optional optical call indication (LED) function

• Permanent supervision of calls circuits, according DIN VDE 
0834

Presence control and display 
module unit

• Connected to both Bed databus (BBUS) or to
Corridor/Room databus (ZBUS)

• For visual and acoustic call reception (with activated
presence)

• High contrast LCD-Display, with 2 x 8 alphanumeric
characters and background illumination

• Integrated buzzer for acoustic call notification

• Different versions: with and without zone linkage
management

• Permanent self-supervision

• Permanent supervision of calls circuits, according
DIN VDE 0834

• Surface with antibacterial treatment

Data bus connection unit Systevo Touch IP Plus
• IP-PoE device with touch screen for duty rooms
• Integration in LAN-Ethernet network, providing a hybrid infrastructure (in

combination with classic system)
• Large capacitive touch screen (7”) with graphical user interface, which improves

accuracy when reading and makes interaction easier and more precise
• Touch screen can be operated with most sanitary gloves
• Highly robust tempered glass front screen resists even direct impacts
• High-quality digital full-duplex audio, with integrated echo canceller
• Standard SIP client for telephony functions (requires association with IPBX)
• Incoming phone calls reception support
• Outgoing phone calls support

• From contact list
• From numeric keypad

• Easy cleaning housing thanks to the combination of glass and aluminum and
antibacterial treatment

• Side button for temporary touch screen deactivation, for cleaning without false
alarms

• Upgradeable firmware (remotely from call server or locally via microSD card)
• Flexible IP platform for integration of additional software applications for

assistance staff

Master Station - KSA99

• Call reception console, with desktop format, for duty rooms with high demand level

• Big size, color graphical display (TFT 5.7”), with touch screen user interface

• Duplex patients speech communication, hands free or discreet by handset, with digital audio
quality

• Function keys identified by colors

• Interactive menu for communication control and other services:

• Call selection

• Zone linkage activation

• Priorities definition

• Speech with selected room/bed

• General address calls (announcements)

• Permanent self-supervision

• Upgradeable firmware

• Permanent supervision of calls circuits, according DIN VDE 0834

ZT99 Terminal + Desktop Unit
• Duty room station with desktop format (*)

• Duplex and hands free communication module, with
microphone and loudspeaker, and digital audio quality

• Connected to Corridor/Room databus (ZBUS)
• Unique room identification
• Ergonomic, back-lighted, big sized and intuitive keys,

identified by colors
• Information high quality LCD-Display, with 2 x 8 alphanumeric

characters and background illumination, for call reception
• Navigation keys for calls list handling
• Function keys for communication management and additional

purposes:
• Call selection
• Zone linkage activation
• General address calls (announcements)

• Upgradeable firmware
• Service menu for configuration and local diagnostic functions
• Permanent self-supervision and “Emergency mode” function

in case of bus failure
• Permanent supervision of calls circuits, according DIN VDE

0834

1
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Nurse calling system
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Main Equipment

1. Systevo Touch IP Plus terminal

2. Electronic module EM99

3. Presence control unit

Staff room

1

3

2
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Nurse calling system
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Main Equipment

1. Information display

2. Electronic module EM99

3. Corridor lamp

4. Systevo Touch IP terminal

Information devices in corridor

1

3

4

2
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Central components
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Features Model for surface mounting: 72700A1

Model for 19” rack cabinet mounting: 72700B1

- Data processing unit for corridor databus (ZBUS) 
management, with integrated Ethernet interface for call server 
connection and communication with other zone controllers

- 2 slots for card insertion:
- Slot #1: Field bus card FBC 99 or 95
- Slot #2: System license card

- Up to 6 logical groups for each zone controller
- Centralized or decentralized installation on LAN network
- Surface or 19” rack cabinet mounting
- TCP-IP communication protocol between zone controllers 

(zone controller network)
- Zone controller interconnection by LAN Ethernet network, 

constantly supervised, according DIN VDE 0834
- Centralized commissioning by using call server
- Firmware updates available (remotely from call server or locally 

with SD-card)
- Automatic firmware update function for ZBUS nodes
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Zone Controller
Systevo Control (1/2)
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Zone controller

- Room bus controller card for system 99, inserted in Systevo Control (Slot #1)

- Management capability up to 127 nodes on the corridor databus (ZBUS)

- Divisible up to 6 logical groups (subgroups)

- Requires additional repeater (data+audio) for nodes # >64 or length >500 m

- Possibility of Systevo Control redundant power supply

- Room bus controller card for system 95, inserted in Systevo Control (Slot #1)

- Management capability up to 40 nodes on the corridor databus

- Divisible up to 6 logical groups (subgroups)

- Possibility of Systevo Control redundant power supply

- Card containing system licenses, inserted in master Systevo Control (switch 
51,  Slot #2)

- Required for system configuration and operation

- Licenses associated with specific system characteristics and used to unlock 
system or device functions (see license and function list)

FBC99 

FBC 95

License card
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Systevo Control (2/2)
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Call server
• Call server and multi-purpose interface based on industrial hardware, 24/7

• Reliability and stability (high MTBF - Mean Time Between Failures)

• HDD-SSD and fanless: Without mechanical elements in motion susceptible to breakdowns

• Software for security backup and restoration

• Metal chassis for surface mounting or 19“ rack with additional brackets (included)

• Ethernet TCP-IP connection with zone controller network, permanently supervised,
according DIN VDE 0834

• Centralized system configuration and monitoring

• Traffic data management and synchronization

• Global database storage

• Automatic database restoring in case of zone controller fault

• System configuration and special settings (I/O profiles, KSA lists, actuator units, etc.)

• Event logging/history

• Multi-platform interface/gateway, with optional software modules (DECT, paging,
external system linkage, …)

• Remote access for maintenance activities

• Compliant with the latest IP standards for easy integration with the IT security standards
defined by the center

Model 230Vac: 765M350.xx
Model 24Vdc: 765M35D.xx

(.xx ≡ .ES, .FR, .IT)
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Jiwa Ginanjar Hadi
Product Marketing Specialist – Smart Building

PT. ABB Sakti Industri
26th Floor, World Trade Center 3
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 29-31
Jakarta, 12920, Indonesia
Email: jiwa.ginanjar@id.abb.com
Phone: +62 21 25515232
Mobile: +6281911922987
https://new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/building-automation
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